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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
What a year 2021-2022 was! The COVID-19 pandemic hit Nunavik, limiting Nurrait

| Jeunes Karibus' operations to protect the population as much as possible.

However, despite several months of slow activities, the field team was able to

mobilize itslef in order to ensure the well-being of Nunavik youth. The participants

were constantly at the center of the team's concerns and decisions. Thus,

despite the health limitations, once again this year, the coordination team was

able to offer its three programs, Nurrait, Tuttuit and Ikaartuit, to the youth of

Nunavik.

More than ever, our financial partners as well as our collaborators throughout the

region, and even the province, have mobilized to support us in our projects. The

richness of the organization rests without a doubt on the tireless devotion of our

volunteers who, year after year, roll up their sleeves to allow young people to live

unforgettable experiences and, above all, to develop both personally and socially.

It is with great appreciation that the Board of Directors wishes to thank all those

who have been involved in the success of our programs in 2021-2022. 

The Board of Directors would also like to acknowledge the hard work of its new

General Manager, Mr. Hugo Dufresne, who has taken over with brio. The challenge

of keeping all of the organization's programs alive, while continuing to be flexible

and innovative in order to constantly meet the needs of users, was colossal. Hugo

proved to the Board of Directors that he embodied the values of the organization

and that we could trust him to lead Nurrait | Jeunes Karibus to success. 

The future continues to look bright and positive for the entire organization. We are

therefore extremely excited as we begin a new year of operation. 

The Board of Directors 

Valérie Raymond, Pierre-Luc Vaudreuil, Karine Prévost, Julien Kominik, Abby

Corcoran et Joshua Nathan Kettler



August 31, 2022 marks the end of my first year as Executive Director of Nurrait | Jeunes Karibus. It

is a great honor for me to take over from the founder of the organization, Valérie Raymond, who

thought and reflected on this project for so many years and who, thanks to her rigor and dedication,

was able to transform the dream into reality. I would also like to thank the Board of Directors for

trusting me in this task, while faithfully supporting me at the appropriate times. 

Despite the sanitary restrictions imposed in the Nunavik schools during the fall to preserve the health

of the nunavimmiut, the team was able to maintain a close contact with the field actors while taking

advantage of this precious time to develop new support tools that will prove to be essential in the

future. The Strategic Development Committee, along with the Board of Directors, also took advantage

of this forced pause to rethink the theoretical framework of each of the programs, to develop a theory

of change and a new strategic plan. We are now emerging with more structured programs and follow-

up methods directly adapted to the reality of our field actors.

It is impossible not to mention the incredible adaptability of the coordination team who, when the

easing of sanitary measures was decreed in February, were impatient to get back with the youth of

Nunavik. The close contact maintained with the field actors allowed us, in less than a month, to

prepare a vast deployment throughout Nunavik which continued until August. 

Since the reopening of the activities, I never cease to be amazed by the possibilities that are offered

to us. I hope that Nurrait | Jeunes Karibus will continue to be an essential organization for the youth

of Nunavik while remaining sensitive to the cultural realities of the nunavimmiut.  

The legacy left by Valérie Raymond is enormous. At the heart of this legacy is an unwavering

confidence in the youth of Nunavik and a burning desire to be there for them through our programs.

These values are more alive than ever and our team is ready to begin a promising new year.

GENERAL MANAGER'S WORD 

Hugo Dufresne-

General manager
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OUR COORDINATION TEAM

The Assistant general manager supports the Director in decision-making. He is

in charge of the financial viability of the organization. During the past year, he

also led the development of our intercultural approach which aims to integrate

more locals into our organization. 

Assistant general manager - 

Bruno Bourget

Ungava's coast- 

Antoine Dufour 
Nurrait and Tuttuit

Coordinators
The Nurrait and Tuttuit coordinators are responsible for

the implementation and ongoing development of both

programs. They provide support to team leaders and

trainees throughout the participating communities.

They are the point of contact, advisors and adventurers

who go from village to village. 

Psychosocial worker -  

Jessica Guimond-Villeneuve

Hudson's coast- 

Olivier Mercier

The psychosocial counsellor's mandate is to develop the intervention within

our programs. She equips the different actors of the organization so that they

react adequately to the situations they are confronted with. She also builds

bridges with social services and develops the Ikaartuit program. 
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The logistics coordinator is the one that makes the projects possible.

She reduces the risks during the expeditions, ensures the coordination

of the transport of people and material. In brief, she transforms our

dreams into concrete reality. 

Logistics and equipment coordinator - 

Roxane Archambault / Kim Régimbald Bélanger

 

Adjointe administrative - 

Justine Lambert

 The administrative assistant supports the management team on a daily basis.

She is the magician behind the scenes who handles, amoung other things, 

 accounting, human resources and logistics. 

OUR COORDINATION TEAM
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NURRAIT | JEUNES KARIBUS - THE
ORGANIZATION

Mission

To promote personal and social

development among Nunavik

youth through outdoor

intervention programs.

Vision

We believe that through a

reconnection to nature, to

oneself and to others, young

nunavimmiuts will be equipped to

better develop themselves. 

Values

We believe in commitment,

solidarity, empowerment,

positive influence and

investment in the youth of

Nunavik. 

Nurrait | Jeunes Karibus is a nonprofit and

charitable organization that was founded in

2015.
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Weekly extracurricular program offering activities

promoting healthy lifestyle habits. Nurrait is mainly

focused on cross-country skiing and can lead to a

multi-day expedition on the territory. 

Each team does one activity per week throughout

the school year; food and cooking workshops;

physical training; cooperative and leadership

activities; traditional activities; etc. 

OUR PROGRAMS

Youth between the

ages of 12 and 18

attending high school

Young people aged 14 to 25

in a situation of

psychosocial vulnerability

Nurrait

Initiation section

Youth between 10 and

12 years old attending

an elementary school

To equip Nunavik youth to face life's challenges through outdoor
activities

Educational Program extracurricular

Intensive Psychosocial

Intervention Program

A socio-professional

integration course of

carpentry leading to the

construction of a cabin

for about 30 days.

A kayaking expedition of

about 10 days where the

intervention by nature and

adventure takes all its

meaning.

Ikaartuit offers two summer

programs: 

Youth getting into motion in a self-determined manner

Ikaartuit

Emerging young leaders

ages 16-24 in transition to

adulthood

Professional

Development Internship

Program

Internship program offering

personal and professional

development to former

participants of the Nurrait

program who have

distinguished themselves.

They lead the extracurricular

program as team leader-

assistants and participate

in expeditions as well as

planning and participating in

the organization of a

summer canoe-camping

expedition.

Tuttuit

educational aim developmental aim developmental aim
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OPERATIONAL SUMMARY

The Covid-19 pandemic hit Nunavik much harder during the 2021-2022 year. At its peak, schools had

to close which prevented the proper launch of the Nurrait program. We took advantage of this forced

shutdown to develop new tools. From these moments of reflection came the Theory of Change, a

new Intervention Sequence for the Nurrait Program and the Tuttuit Journal, as well as a new Strategic

Plan from 2022 to 2025.

We have taken this time to reflect on our approach while ensuring that there is space for sharing

between the knowledge bearers and our participants during our activities, and by ensuring that our

field actors are well informed of our intentions and expectations.

We keep in mind our ultimate goal of getting youth into motion in a self-determined manner by

continuing to develop projects that have a positive impact and that contribute to the creation of a

support network in the lives of youth by including their ecosystems. 
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STRATEGIC PLAN
 The working committee identified five major issues that the organization needed to address in the

coming years in order to facilitate its development and sustainability. First, many of our funds are

currently signed for a one-year period.  This weakens our ability to plan for the long term and affects

our service offering. Secondly, with the rapid expansion of our programs over the past five years, we

feel that it is now time to take a step back and clearly reframe the objectives of each of the three

programs and their target audiences. Secondly, as our mission states, we offer intervention

programs through nature and adventure. Over the years, we have come to realize that this method of

intervention is not always well understood and that its foundations would benefit from being more

widely known. Also, we realize that the nature and adventure intervention would be even more

successful if we succeeded in involving and acting in a coordinated manner with the participants'

entourage. Finally, over the last few years, we have been unable to retain Inuit employees within the

organization. 

These five major observations have allowed us to target our major strategic orientations for the next

three years: 1- Strengthen our service offer 2- Invest in the participants' ecosystem 3- Have an

active reflection on the organizational culture with an intercultural angle.

In order to achieve its mission as a culturally adapted and stable organization over time, Nurrait |

Jeunes Karibus must continue to grow and evolve by pursuing the 12 objectives presented below. 
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@Annie-Claude Roberge
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THEORY OF CHANGE

For the second year in a row, we have improved our evaluation method in partnership with a

professional in impact assessment. As a result, we now have a different questionnaire for each of our

programs that allows us to assess short and medium-term objectives. Our impact evaluation process

is at the halfway point as we plan to collect data for a second year in the fall/winter of 22-23. We will

then be able to produce a more complete report that will be constantly evolving over time.

Over the past year, NJK conducted a strategic thinking process with two professionals from the

McConnell Foundation as part of the Innoweave program. This allowed us to step back and evaluate

our actions in order to develop and direct our organization wisely to achieve our ultimate goal: getting

younth into motion in self-determined manner. The result of these discussions is a clearer structure

for the organization with specific goals. 

We have also added a new goal to be more inclusive of the participant ecosystem in each program to

strengthen the participant network. For example, we want to include more parents and friends of

participants in some activities to encourage protective factors for youth.  In the coming years, we will

implement new activities and evaluate them as part of the process. All of this thinking has led to the

Theory of Change.
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NURRAIT INTERVENTION SEQUENCE 
For the Nurrait program, we have

improved our Intervention Sequence so

that the tasks to be accomplished during

the year to set up and run the program

are clearly defined. In this sequence, we

also introduce activities and intervention

tools based on the changing needs of the

group during the year. We also took

advantage of this time to develop new

intervention tools on specific topics such

as grieving, with our psychosocial worker.
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TUTTUIT JOURNAL
For the Tuttuit program, the specific Tuttuit training session that was supposed to take place in

March was postponed until the summer, due to the health crisis. We took advantage of this time to

improve the structure of the program so that it becomes a supervised professional internship, and to

develop new intervention tools such as the Tuttuit Journal. 

This tool was developed by the program coordinators to accompany the participants during their

internship. Through their journal, they have the opportunity to set goals and develop skills and

abilities throughout the year. These goals are presented as weekly challenges in their journal. At the

end of each week, they are invited to reflect on how the activities went.  Learning workshops are also

presented in the journal, divided into three progressive sessions.

In addition, they have the opportunity to speak with team leaders for advice and feedback on how to

become a better leader in their team and community. Meetings are also held with Tuttuit interns from

other communities to share the internship experience.

This journal helps track the intern's progress and makes coaching on the field easier and more fluid.  

- TRAINEE'S JOURNAL -

TUTTUIT PROGRAM

N A M E :  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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INTERVENTION TOOLS
This year, the team's psychosocial worker developed the following six intervention tools in

partnership with certain actors:

In collaboration with Dominique Paradis, a psychologist from the Ungava Tulattavik Health Centre, a

self-observation tool was adapted to support the adult accompanying the youth in self-observing

his or her reactions. This tool is intended to help team leaders support participants with fight, flight or

freeze behaviours. The objective is to explore not only the fire (the behavior), but also the spark (the

triggers) and to support the adult in listening, validating the emotions and guiding the youth towards

other reactions adapted to his/her situation. 

Self-observation tool

Cannabis Harm Reduction Training

As cannabis use issues were recurrent in Ikaartuit projects, a

collaboration with Pauktuutit, Inuit Women of Canada, took place so

that the Nurrait | Jeunes Karibus team could receive online training

on the harm reduction approach to cannabis adapted to the Inuit

culture. Following this training, a workshop was created in partnership

with Philippe Gouin, NRBHSS's addiction manager for Ikaartuit youth. 
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INTERVENTION TOOLS
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Expedition journals

The expedition journals of the Nurrait and Ikaartuit programs have

been updated to make them even more accessible and meaningful

to the participants. 

Acquisition of the film rights for ''Traversées''

In order to mentally prepare participants for the expeditions, a tool has

been created for this purpose. Team leaders can watch the film

''Traversées'' with the participants and lead a discussion with them

afterwards (what challenges do they perceive, what are their

strategies, ...). Nurrait | Jeunes Karibus has acquired the rights to

broadcast the documentary. 

Gift activity and closing activity

To apply the strengths-based approach, the gift

activity was shared as a tool to the Team

Leaders. Finally, in order to facilitate the

dissolution of the group properly, a tool that

frames the closing, post-shipment debriefing

activities was created. 



The team leader training was scheduled to take place in November 2021. This training had to be

cancelled due to the health crisis. Stopping at nothing, our coordinators decided to set up an online

training day. During this day, the new team leaders were able to familiarize themselves with the

organization and the actors involved, while the older ones were able to immerse themselves in the

world of Nurrait | Jeunes Karibus. In order to ensure a good understanding of the program, the

different tools and the intervention sequence, the day was punctuated by several reflections

encouraging team cohesion and activities, including a presentation on Intervention through nature

and adventure

As the future of the school year was rather uncertain and we did not know if the program would

actually take place, we remained positive and insisted that this day of gathering take place in a

playful context.  

THE TEAM LEADER TRAINING

The Wilderness first-aid training also had to be cancelled twice, in November and January, due to

Covid-19. This was a real disappointment for our Team leaders as they are the ones who are out in the

field, week after week, offering the programs to the youth of Nunavik and this compromised the

programs. However, safety is a top priority and without Wilderness first-aid training, it is not possible

for the Team leaders to bring participants on the land to spend the night. Luckily, we are fortunate to

have dedicated Team leaders who have been returning year after year since the beginning of our

projects. Most of them have already completed the Wilderness First-Aid training and have been able

to start the programs despite the cancellation of the training. Nurrait | Jeunes Karibus coordination

team ensured that each field trip met the safety ratio by sending people who were already certified

to support the local teams in need of assistance. We decided to take a lighter approach and reduced

our activities in order to provide safe outings.

WILDERNESS FIRST-AID TRAINING
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
Given the pandemic situation, we faced a significant financial challenge.  With our great adaptability,

we reworked our approach by adjusting to the many changes in our schedule while maintaining

transparent communication with our partners.  They provided us with excellent support and

demonstrated great flexibility in allowing us to achieve our goals and consolidate our partnerships for

the future. 

Revenus Donors and sponsors

Our annual budget is getting bigger and bigger and the projects more and more numerous. Despite the

Covid-19 situation, we have managed to maintain, with many adjustments along the way, our offer

and to propose our three programs to nunavimmiut.

ANNUAL

BUDGET

1 291 866 $
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
The proportion of administrative and operational expenses increased slightly compared to last year.

This increase is mainly due to the installation of new offices. This expense was anticipated; we

moved from our old offices and now have a beautiful work space and two rental apartments to house

our employees! We also hired an administrative assistant for the first time. As for our equipment and

materials expenses, we are at a point where we just have to maintain the offer. We therefore see and

continue to plan for stability in this budget item.

Expenses 
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 NURRAIT PROGRAM/ INITIATION PROGRAM 
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Nurrait 21-22 program
participants185

80%
80% of the youth were

former participants of the
program. This

demonstrates the
commitment and loyalty of

youth to the organization.
They were able to support
the new participants, who

represent 20% of the
engagement rate. 

Hours invested with
Nunavik youth 784

100%All participants mentioned
discovering new interests
through the program.

168 Total of activities 3.1Number of weekly hours
dedicated to the program
per community

"Personally as my first year in the North, I give a lot of credit to Nurrait for the quality of my connection
with the youth. It allows me to be involved in the community outside of school. which helps with the

significance of my interventions.''
-  Team Leader

 



This edition was another one with the theme of adaptation. This year, Covid-19 hit Nunavik the

hardest, we had to be patient and creative in order to continue our mission while respecting public

health guidelines. 

The initiation section of the Nurrait program allows elementary school children to experience the

benefits of a healthy lifestyle by staying overnight in a winter campground with their team, but also by

reflecting on their experience and becoming familiar with our tools such as the Emotional Carabiner.

In February, with the easing of sanitary measures in Quebec, some communities were able to launch

the program. Skiing, camping, cooperative and leadership activities, cooking, traditional activities,

logistics, indoor physical activities, outdoor activities and parent meetings are just some of the

activities that took place.  Our devoted team has worked tirelessly to bring the Nurrait and Nurrait

Initiation programs to Nunavik and to provide a positive experience for its youth. The programs run

throughout the school year with weekly activities that are equally important as the expedition.

It was a year full of challenges where the objective was to remain present for the young nunavimmiut

despite the health constraints.

 

 NURRAIT PROGRAM/ INITIATION PROGRAM 
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9 Outings on the land for
several nights. 11Participating communities



IKAARTUIT PROGRAM
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of participants reduced
their drug and alcohol use 65%

100%of the participants were
able to circle their forces

of participants felt proud of
themselves following the

achievement of the project 80% 85%enjoyed spending time on
the land

 86% of participants mentioned
having more positive

behaviors

72% found the workshops
helpful

The program for psychosocially vulnerable youth in Nunavik was back this year. We offered two intensive

nature and adventure intervention projects. At the end of each of these projects, we are looking for

participants to develop a broader sense of self-knowledge, a sense of competence, a positive social network

and empowerment over their choices. 

@Annie-Claude Roberge



IKAARTUIT PROGRAM
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Cabin project
From June 6th to 29th

In partnership with the Sanajiit program and Kativik Ilisarniliriniq and with the support of the

Landholding of Akulivik, this socio-professional integration internship reached out to young people in

vulnerable psychosocial situations in Akulivik. The construction of a 10 X 16 feet cabin was done by 9

young people supervised by a carpentry teacher and two Inuit assistants. Two psychosocial workers

were present to ensure the daily well-being of the participants, both in the field and in their personal

lives. The recruitment of the participants was done at the beginning of June in order to be ready for

the construction of the cabin on the site of ''First Lake''. Participants completed all stages of

construction during the three week internship. We incorporated three personal development

workshops during the project. The first one was on self-awareness, the second on drug and alchool

consumption and the last one on budgeting. The weekly learning sessions were punctuated by

traditional activities on the land and community activities. Participants were able to go goose eggs

picking, fishing, goose hunting and incorporate Father's Day and National Aboriginal Day activities.

These carpentry pauses offered an opportunity for informal time with the participants to strengthen

the bonds of the group. The closing celebration of the project took the form of a cabin inauguration

party and graduation ceremony, the youth ecosystem was present and this activity was a great

success. The cabin was then donated to the community and will also be used during the activities of

the Nurrait and Tuttuit programs in Akulivik.

of  part ic ipants  fe lt  happier  dur ing the projects

94%



IKAARTUIT PROGRAM
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Kayak project
From July 16th to 25th

 

For the Kuujjuaq Kayak Expedition, the recruitment of the 8 participants took place on the Ungava

coast with the help of our precious partners from the Social Services and Youth Protection.

Accompanied by seven adults (a kayak guide, a logistical coordinator, two facilitators, two Inuit

guides and a filmmaker) the group travelled 70 kilometers on the Koksoak River. Before starting the

expedition, preparation activities for the trip took place at the Qarmaq. This initiation allowed to

consolidate the team spirit, to elaborate on the bases of the project, to encourage the sharing of

knowledge and to experiment the kayak and the camping. As the youth all have different personal

challenges, this expedition allowed them to connect with their strengths and identify strategies for

their situation. As a team, they managed to overcome many challenges such as strong winds, rain,

rapids and interpersonal challenges.

' ' I  wanted to know how it  fee ls  to  reach my goal ' '
-  Ikaartuit  part ic ipant

@Annie-Claude Roberge



Given the circumstances of Covid-19, we were more restricted in terms of recruiting Tuttuit

participants. We therefore opted for a formula based on former participants of the program. Two

former trainees who wanted to deepen their leadership roles with the help of our new tools, including

the Tuttuit Journal, joined the teams as assistant team leaders.

TUTTUIT PROGRAM

Number of Tuttuit
trainees during

the year 21-229 

90%
Former

participants
wanting to

improve their
skills within

Nurrait | Jeunes
Karibus

TUTTUIT PROGRAM - WINTER

Youth who
reported having
fun on expeditions 92% 

84%
Participants who
discovered
something they
were good at
during the
program.
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Despite the late re-opening of the programs, there was no question of letting our trainees down

during the summer season. We opted for an 11-days canoe expedition on the Koroc River in

Kuururjuaq National Park to provide them with a significant challenge that would encourage the

development of technical and leadership skills.

Tuttuit trainings

From June 3th to 6th: Specific training for the Tuttuit program 

 

This training focused specifically on self-knowledge. The trainees explored their personal strengths,

interests and skills. In preparation for the canoe expedition, three specific workshops were given: a

workshop on risk management, a workshop on nutrition and a workshop on budgeting. 

From July 5th to 10th : Canoeing courses

 

This training allowed participants to be properly equipped for safe activities and to add qualifications

to their resumes. We also took the opportunity to explain the project expectations, manage fears and

share experiences.

TUTTUIT PROGRAM - SUMMER

' '  Hear ing the group that  d id  the expedit ion last  year  made me want to go even
more! ' '

-Monika Tukol ik ,  Tuttuit  intern
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Tuttuit expedition
 

From July 11th to July 21th : Expedition on the Koroc River

Following these training modules, 7 participants, 1 local guide and 2 coordinators went on the Koroc

River to do over 100 km of canoe-camping. The low water level made it difficult to progress on the

river and forced the group to make numerous portages. Despite these challenges, the participants

kept a positive attitude, used the knowledge they had acquired during the training and overcame the

challenges in a remarkable way.  We are so proud of their accomplishments and the work they did to

keep this project alive for the young leaders of Nunavik!

TUTTUIT PROGRAM - SUMMER

' '  I  enjoyed organiz ing tasks  and leading people ' '
-Karina Gordon,  Tuttuit  intern
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FOR THE YOUTH OF NUNAVIK
WHAT'S COMING - 2021-2022 EDITION
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Nurrait
If the sanitary situation allows it, we are planning the great return of the regional expeditions gathering four

communities each.

Offer the program to all 14 Nunavik communities.

To reconnect with the Team leader training. This large gathering of 40 people is a unique opportunity to bring

the Nurrait | Jeunes Karibus family together.

Include the youth's entourage in certain program activities.

Tuttuit

Deploy new tools for supervising internships during the school year

Plan and complete the great canoe crossing of Nunavik from Umiujaq to Tasiujaq by the summer of 2023

To join at least 6 new trainees and 6 former trainees for a total of 12 participants

Ikaartuit

Setting a cabin project on the Hudson in a third community.

Offer the kayaking project as an intensive 10-day stay for youth referred by social services.

Active reflection on the future expansion of the program.

Increase the number of training hours for facilitators to provide better service.

Overall

Facilitate Inuit hiring to the coordination team

Consolidate new long-term financial partnerships



Villages nordiques 
Kangiqsualujjuaq               Kuujjuaraapik
Kuujjuaq                                     Umiujaq
Tasiujaq                                       Inukjuak
Aupaluk                                       Puvirnituq
Kangirsuk                                  Akulivik
Quaqtaq                                      Ivujivik
Kangiqsujuaq                         Salluit

Ungaluk Safer Communities
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OUR PARTNERS



@nurrait_jeuneskaribus

facebook.com/nurrait

nurraitjeuneskaribus.com

@Annie-Claude Roberge

https://www.instagram.com/nurrait_jeuneskaribus/
http://www.nurraitjeuneskaribus.com/
http://www.nurraitjeuneskaribus.com/
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